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Gaithersburg, MD - August 9th, 2012 – TW Perry (www.twperry.com), one of the leading suppliers of building
materials in the Mid-Atlantic region for over 100 years, will be carrying GreenSorb on the shelves at their five locations in
Maryland and Northern Virginia. As a Certified Green Dealer and member of several green building supplier initiatives,
GreenSorb compliments the many commitments TW Perry has made to educate its commercial contracting clients
regarding sustainable building techniques, products and supplies.
Mike Moore, VP Materials Management said, “TW Perry prides itself on looking for innovative yet proven products.
GreenSorb fits that profile with a product line that has both lab tested and field proven results. TW Perry's varied
customer base of remodeling contractors, custom home builders and institutional accounts will find a wide range of uses
for GreenSorb. We will recommend GreenSorb to all of our customers for its eco-friendly attributes and product
performance”.
With retail locations in Leesburg and Springfield, Virginia, and Gaithersburg, Chevy Chase and Baltimore, Maryland, the
company combines the best in offering lumber and building supplies to contractors with vibrant general retail hardware
sales at each store. GreenSorb will be stocked in the cleaning supplies section of each store, and introduced to walk-in
customers through weekly product demonstrations by GreenSorb representatives at all TW Perry locations.
“Growing up in the mid-Atlantic area with my father using TW Perry materials for his building needs it is an honor and
pleasure to have GreenSorb on their shelves” says Charlie Muldoon, VP Business Development for GreenSorb.com.
GreenSorb products are eco-friendly, multi-purpose absorbents designed for numerous
industry applications. The all-natural, non-caustic and reusable product has been approved by the EPA for disposal in
public landfills, and is seven times more absorbent than most competing products. GreenSorb is made in the USA by
Sorbent Green LLC.
For more information on GreenSorb products, visit www.GreenSorb.com or follow us on www.facebook.com/GreenSorb.
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